
To:  XXXXXXXXXX Commissioner RILOA 

From: XXXXXXXXXXX 

Re: Stoppage of B7/8 DII game 

Date:  June 8, 2019 

• Incident date 6-8-19  Time approx. 9:55am
• Teams:  (H) Portsmouth YL  B7/8 DII White,  (V) Seekonk YL B7/8 DII
• Referees: XXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXX

   This morning during the above mentioned game, I stopped the game in the third quarter with score 
PYL 3 Seek 2.  There were two fights in the quarter which lead to my decision. The following is my report 
of the incident. 

First Half 

  The first half was a physical half, played within parameters of the NFHS and RIYLL modified rules. We 
made a few of calls for the typical slashes, back slashes with a few technical calls resulting in both time 
severed and/or loss of possession.  The score at half time was Seekonk 2 Portsmouth 1. 

Second Half 

  We started the second half normally. In the first 4/5 minutes PYL scored 2 goals. 

  At approximately the 6 minute mark 3rd quarter, a Seekonk player with possession in the offensive zone 
moved to within 5/8 yards in front of the goal. He was met there by 2 or 3 PYL players. There was 
contact as all of them met, but nothing illegal in my view. The ball came out; the Seekonk player fell to 
the ground and stayed there.  As the player was down in the scrimmage area, I blew my whistle, and 
stopped the clock.  Within seconds of my action, PYL player #X and Seek player #X dropped gloves and 
engaged in a fight. The fight was stopped quickly as coaches were coming onto the field for the down 
player. 

  My partner and I restored order on the field, all coaches removed from the field. The players involved 
in the fight PYL #X and Seek #X were assessed Unsportsmanlike Conduct penalties, both locked in for 
three (3) minutes.  PYL #X at this point had cumulated 5 minutes in personal foul (PF) time as he already 
had 2 minutes PF. I informed both benches that PYL #X had fouled out of the game. 



  At this point I addressed both teams and their coaches to get players in control and focused on game 
play. I warned the teams that we (referees) would not tolerate another incident/fight. I warned that 
another incident would cause me to end the contest. 

  To restart the game I referred to Alternate Possession (AP), Seekonk had won the toss and elected AP. 
Seekonk started with the ball at center X. 

  Play continued within the rules, Portsmouth was able to gain possession and cleared to their offensive 
zone. The possession continued with PYL cycling the ball. A PYL player with the ball ran a yard or two 
across the front on the crease. While doing this he was pushed illegally from behind, this caused him to 
lose the ball. I was the lead official (lead left), I threw my flag, called out “Flag Down” for the technical 
foul.  Per the rules, I had a slow whistle; I watched the ball to see when to end the slow whistle.  

    As I tried to end the slow whistle, I am told that a PYL player in a retaliatory action took a full “Baseball 
Swing” hitting a Seekonk player in the shoulder/neck area. A second fight erupted. I am not sure of 
which players were involved in the retaliatory action or the fight. The fight was quickly stopped. 

  All of this action took place within the three (3) minute man down period from the first incident, play 
being 5 on 5. 

   At this time I informed both teams that the game was over per my earlier warning. In my judgement 
the teams had not settled down but were escalating the violence. I saw no reason to continue this youth 
game, as the safety of all was in jeopardy. 

  I do apologize that I do not have these player names and/or numbers. The first pair I felt was taken care 
of, probably not needing further action. After the second fight, I quickly moved to end the contest. 

Submitted 

XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXX 


